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LIMTRODtlCTIOH 

In moat physically relevant theories the original 

gauge symmetry is apontaneonalv broken by the Higgs me

chanism. In Grand Unified Theories for example, it is 

required that the original "unifying* symmetry group c' of 

all interactions be broken to a subgroup C by the v.e.v. of 

the Higga field. Magnetic monopoles arise as everywhere-

regular, static, finite-energy, purely-magnetic solutions 

to the field equations [3,3s]. 

The natural framework to describe gauge theories is 

provided by fibre bundle theory (1,a], whereas the geo
metric counterpart of symmetry breaking ia bundle reduction 

[2,34]. For a monopole for example, thia means that, over 

Sz,(the 'two-sphere at infinity"), the trivial "unifying 

bundle" (P,<>) reduces to a (generally twisted) G-bundle £ 

In a previous paper [4] we atudied the topological 

properties of asymptotic monopole configurations in some 

detail. The fundamental invariant ia (*] e w a(G/G), the 

Higga charge. If G is simply connected ir,(G/G) is isomorphic 

to 7fl(C), which ia decomposed aa w l(G) ** »i(
c)£teo * 

n 1 ( G 3 a ) , where "i(G)free ~
 2 P (the integer p here is the 

dimension of Zfljj), the centre of the Lie algebra of G), and 

C a 3 is the semisimple subgroup of G generated by the derived 

algebra Ç' - [1Ç,ÇJ. 

Most properties we are interested in depend only on 

the free part of the Higgs charge. The cornerstone of our 

theory in [4] has been to show that "i(G)free is isomorphic 

to a p-dimenaional lattice in Z(Ç). Choosing a Z-basis for 

this lattice we get p "quantum numbers" rol,..,inp. 

In (4] we described this isomorphism explicitly, in 

two different waya. Here we present a third method, closer 

to the spirit of Chern-Weil theory (see, e.g., [2], Vol 

II..Chapter XII.,p.293-320). Let A denote an arbitrary 

connection on the monopole bundle P over S3; let F be its 

curvature. In Section 2 we prove 
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THEOREM 2.2 
The cohomology class [z(P)] « H J,j R is independent 

of the choice of the connection A. Thus the integral 

(1.1) p(P) - ̂  J z(F) E Z(tj) 
S 2 

depends only on the isomorphism class [P] of the bundle 
(labelled by the Higgs charge [*]). 

The construction of [4] corresponds to a particular 
choice of the connection on P. The rest of the invariant-
theory of [4] can also be rederived in this "Chern-Weil" 
framework. 

In Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) the symmetry is 
broken in several stages to smaller and smaller subgroups G 
--> G --» H —> ...In each stage, monopoles are created 
[3,2 5,it}. Doss a C-monopole survive the breaking G —> H 
[s—7]? "Surviving" means geometrically, that (i) the G-
bundle P reduces to an H-bundle Q; (ii) also the Yang-Kills 
connection A reduces to (Q,H). The conditions for this are 
contained in Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 
3.6. 

Interestingly,the theory of bundle-reductions gives 
also an elegant solution to the problem of global color 
which arose recently in monopole theory (12—11]. Gene
ralizing to arbitrary gauge theories, we formulate this 
problem as follows: which subgroups K of o are symmetries 
(in the sense of Schwarz [19] and Porgàcs and Hanton [»i]) 
for a given Yanq-Milla-Hiqga field configurâtion (A,*) ? 

First (Section 4) we study under what conditions is 
K lmnlamantabJ.e; when is it possible to define a reasonably 
regular ("rigid") action of K on the principal bundle P? 

THBPBBH 4.3 
A'rigid Internal action of a subgroup K of G on P 

exists if and only if P reduces to H » Zc(K),and there is a 
(1-1) correspondence between euch actions and reductions. 



An action of K on the principal bundle P Induces an 
action of EC also on the YM field. Similarly, we can study the 
action of K on a matter field - a section of' the bundle 
associated to P (Section 5). The condition for K to act on a 
matter field is expressed again in- terms of bundle-
reduction (Theorem S.l). 

Under what conditions is such an action a symmetry ? 
The answer is contained in 

K is an internal symmetry group for the Yang-Mills 
field A if and only if H-ZG(K) contains the holonomy group 
of A.In particular,G itself is an internal symmetry group if 
and only if the generators of the holonomy group lie in the 
centre of §. 

PROPOSITION 6.6 
K is a symmetry group for a covariantly constant 

matter field • if and only if K is a subgroup of the 
stability subgroup of the basepoint » 0

 l n the orbit where * 
takes its values. 

The applications of the ideas above include the 
physics of condensed matter [sa], and classical motions in 
external Yang-Mills fle'-ls [si]. The principal application 
however is to monopoles: (Section 7). In particular, the 
conditions for the implementability of C itself are con
veniently expressed In terms of the "non-AbelIan charge IT of 
Goddard, Nuyts and Olive (•]: let us decompose II in fact as II 
- z(tl) + IP, whers z(n) e Z(§) and a' e [Ç,Ç]Î if Z($) -J 0, C 
Itself is imolementable if and only iff 

(i) expj4lTt, 0 ̂  t <_ 1, is contractible, 
and 

(ii) z(n), the projection of the non-Abelian charge 
onto the centre is quantized. 

(1.2) exp«»2(n) • 1. 



Similarly, G is a symmetry if and only if 

(1.3) n E z(§). 

Similar, (but slightly more complicated) results hold tor a 
general subgroup K of G ([!•], Section 6). 

The Importance of internal symmetries is understood 
by noting, that the aymmetriea of a field configuration are 
symmetries for a test particle moving in this background 
field [n,23-24]. The associated Noether quantities are the 
conserved chargea {it,23]. This is the background of the 
definition of electric charge proposed in [as]. 

To keep the length of this paper within reasonable 
limits, we give here only general theorems. Examples are 
found in the literature [5—7,12—17,25,31-32], in particular 
in a companion paper [nj. 

To make our work self-contained, we have included a 
short summary of the theory of bundle reductions [2] and the 
proof of a technical statment in the Appendix. 
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2.MONOPOLE MIMDIJS 

Having asymptotic monopole configurations in mind, 

we give here a ahort diacuaaion of principal bundles over 

the two-sphere. 

Let 6 denote a compact and connected Lie group and 

consider a (tight) principal C-bundle P over S2.Such 

bundles are in (1-1) correspondence with elements of 

TTjCC) .Explicitly, let us cover 33 by the two contractible 

open seta V + - S
a \ (south pole} and V_ \ {north pole} .and 

let t —> h(t), 0 < t <_ 1, be the restriction to the equator 

of the transition function V + /\ V_ — > G of the bundle P. 
h(t) is a loop in 6. Consider its homotopy class 

(2.1) [PJ - [h] € v1lG) 

Two principal G-bundles over S 2 are isomorphic if and only 

if the corresponding classes (2.1) are the same. 

In physical applications one starts in general with 

a trivial "unifying" bundle P - R3x2f, where <£ - a compact and 

connected Lie group - is the "unifying group". At 

large distances the ̂ -symmetry is spontaneously broken to a 

subgroup G of ô". Geometrically, this means that over 3a 

(P,G) is reduced to a principal G-bundle P. Any such 

reduction is produced by an aquivariant "reducing map" (see 

the Appendix). Choosing a global trivialiaation of ?,the 

reducing map can be identified with a map *:S a — > G/G - the 

physical Hlags field. * defines a homotopy claas [«] 6 

ira(C/G). o:n-2(G/G) — >w1(G) ia an isomorphism If C is 

simply connected. The homotopy class (2.1) is 

just «[•). Both [P] and [«] will be referred to as the Hlggs 

charge in the sequel. 

It can be shown [4], that 

(2.2) w 1(G) = <r1(G)Crae + **(«„), 

where Vi(G)fXee - ZP,(where p is ths dimension of Z(§)), and 
C B a ia the semisimple subgroup of G generated by the derived 
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algabra ^' - tjf»5' * *i(csa) l B * finite Abel tan group. 
Tha fraa part plays a particularly important role. It 

is described as follows [4] : denote by r -({ e B I exp2v£ - ij 
tha unit lattice of G,and let z: ^ — > Z('-j) be the 

projection of tha Lie algebra of G onto its centre.z(I*), the 
image of r under z,ia a lattice in Z(C), whose dimension is 
the same as that of !(£). In [4] we have proved 

THEOREM 2.1 
Define,for any loop y in C, 

(2.3) P(y) - _1 J 8.e c Z(%), 
y 

where © - g - 1dg ia the canonical (Maurer-Cartan) 1-fora of 
G.p dafinea an iaomorphian of *i(C)fCee with z(T). 

cf. ta»]. If (1(..,(p is a Z-basis for z(r),then 

(2.4) p(y) - E niiCi 
i 

provides ua with p "quantum" numbers m l r..,mp. 
Any loop in G is known to be homotopic to one of the 

form y(t) - exp lirft. For this y 

(2.5) poo - *(e). 

In [4] we gave also a second characterization for 
this map: we have demonstrated that p(<J>) - p(»(*J) can also 
be calculated as the integral of a 2-form over the 2-aphere 
at infinity, 

(2.6) p(») - -i f «*n, 
S> 

where ft ia the projection to G/G of tha Z(§)-valued 2-form 
z(dB) on G. 

i Here we propoaa a thitd construction,close to the 
spirit of Chern-Wel}. theory [2]. To describe It, let us 
consider an arbitrary connection form A on P, and denote by 
P - DA its curvature form. z(F) ia a 2(C)-valued 2-form on P, 
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which is horizontal and basic,since 

rg*z(P) - z(rg*P) - z(Adg-ip) - z(P), 

so z(P) descends to 32 to a Z(t,)-valued' 2-form n*, z(P) -

w*n*. This two-form is closed, 

d(z(P)) - z(dP) - z(DP - [A,P]) - z(DP) - 0, 

since z vanishes on the derived algebra and DP « 0 by the 

Bianchi identity. 

How much does n A depend on A? Let A' be a second 

connection form on P and consider B - A'-A. B is a basic 1-

form of the adjoint type so 

P" « dA1 + (I/I)(A'A»'1 - P + DRB + < I / 2 ) [ B A B ] . 

Thus 

z(P') - z(P) +z(r'Si - z(P) + d(z(B)). 

But z(B) is an invariant,horizontal 1-form which descends 

to a 1-form 0 on S2,and hencs n*' - n* + Û0. This provss 

THEOREM 2.2 

The cohoaology class [n*] e H I

(y l(3
J) is independent 

of the choice of the connection A on P,and consequently,the 

integral 

(2.7) p(P) - |^ J 2(F) £ Z(§) 
S 2 

depends only on the bundle P. 

Let us now assume that (P,6) is the reduction of the 

trivial unifying bundle (?,€) defined by *:S a — > S/O and so 

can be identified with the pullback by * of 'Ê", viewed as a 

principal G-bundle over the orbit S/G (2). If there existe 

an AdG -invariant subapace "9l of Ç such that § Is the 

direct sun of 'ÎTL and Ç .then the Ç - component of the 

Maurer - Cartan 1-form e defines a connection on the 



principal G-bundle a whose pullback by * is a connection 

form A on P. It is not difficult to show that 

(2.8) z(DA) - **n, 

where fl is the 2-form defined above.Thus we have established 

the equivalence of our new construction with those given 

before. 

So far we considered principal bundles over the 2-

sphere without any additional structure.Monopole bundles do 

however carry such an extra structure: the fields must 

satisfy the rang-Milla-Hlags equations. Assuming a suf

ficiently rapid fall-off at Infinity,on S 2 the Yang-Mi11a-

Higgs equation reduces to 

(2.9) D*F - 0 

where the * is the Hodge operator on the Riemannian manifold 

Sa.The solution of this equation has been given by Goddard, 

Nuyts and Olive [»J, (see also [9,u]) : 

THEOREM 2.3 

Let us assume that P is a non-trivial C-bundle over 

S3,carrying a connection form A which satisfies the YM 

equation (2.9).There exists then a constant vector n in 

such that 

(2.10) t - Ï 1 , 

where "J is the canonical area form of the 2-sphere. n is 

necessarily quantized, 

(2.11) exp«*n - 1. 

Physically, f is the field strength tensor of a Dirac 

monopole of magnetic charge g - i/Jle. The vector il can be 

chosen without loss of generality in any given Cartan 

subalgebra of tj . 
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This theorem can also be reformulated by saying that 

THEOREM 2.* 
The holonomy group o! asymptotic monopole bundles 

is a (1(1) .generated by the 'nou-Abelian charge' vector n. 

The knowledge of the non-Abelian charge simplifies 
the calculations a great deal.Indeed,the transition func
tion h of a monopole is homotopic to 

(2.12) h(t) - exp«nnt, 0 <_ t < 1. 

By (2.5) p(P) is thus simply 

(2.13) p(P) - z(all). 

The theory of invariants outlined in [«] can also be 
reproduced in bundle terms. Indeed, let ua consider a 
principal G-bur.dle P with connection A,and assume fur
thermore that both the structure group and the connection 
reduce to a subbundle (Q,H). Such a reduction is givsn by a 
"reducing map" *:P—> G/H (see the Appendix). A reduces 
means that * Is covatiantly constant/ DA*-Q. 

An invariant function f is now a function on ^x(G/H) 
which is linear in the first variable and satisfies 

(2.14) f(Adgf,g.x) - f(t,x) geO,{eJ ,xcG/H. 

such a function can be viewed alternatively as an equi-
variant map f:G/H—> ^ * (algebraic dual of (j ), charac
terized by f 0 - f(eH) e 5*- S o invariant functions cor
respond to H-invariant elements in the dual, i.e. to 
elements In (^*)H. 

Let us consider the real 2-form 

(2.15) <f.T,P> 

on P. (The bracket <.,-> here denotes the pairing between B* 
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and $ ) . (2.IS) is closed, d<f«*,F> - <P<*(f .*) ,F> > <fc*,DP> 
• 0, since f is linear in the first variable and 0**= 0, and 
by the Blanchi identity. 

It is also horizontal,since P is horizontal. So it 
descends to a unique closed,real 2-form n f on M, 

(2.16) <fo*,P> - ir* n f. 

PSOPQ3ITIOH 2.5 
The cohoaology class [n f] is independent of the 

connection A, and dépende only on the bundle (Q,H). 

Indeed,the image of x - fo* (f is viewed here as a map from 
G/H into (J*) is a coadjoint orbit G/G0, where G 0 is the 
stability group of f„. D Ax - 0 since f is linear. Hence (P,A) 
reduces to the G0-bundle Oo with connection A 0. 

(2.17) Oo - (p e PI x(p) - f0J. 

by (A.2), so on os,«-

(2.18) <x,F> - <fo*,F> - <f„,F>; 

The point is that f„ is a first-order invariant function 
on 5 0 (the Lie algebra of G„) and so (2.18) is a Chern-Weil 
form representing the bundle Q 0, independently of the 
choice of A„, by the Chern-Weil theorem [i],Vol II, 
Chapt.XII. Summarizing: 

THEOREM 2.6 
For any invariant function f on &x(G/H) the integral 

(2.19) 1C- J f(F,*). 
S 2 

depends only on the hoaotopy class [Q] c » X(H), provided 
that the reducing map * is covariantly constant. Its value ie 
calculated by 
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(2.20) I* - J ir - ancfo,pH(j})> . 
3* 

Proof : 
Viewing f as a map f:G/H — > »j*, f(P,t) - <fo* F> - n £. 

But by Prop.2.5 the cohomology class {n£>] depends only on 
the isomorphism class [Q] e n ^ H ) . Hence so does also the 
Integral (2.19). 

Finally, observe that if f„ e (§*) H, then 

(2.21) f 0(u) - f„(zH(l»)j for if e C. 

On 0 F is £-valued and hence, by (2.18), <f°*,F> -
- <f„,F> •» <ft,Z|](P)>. Consequently, 

j« - J n f . « e J Z | J ( F ) > - a* <f 0,P H(Q)> 
S a S a 

O-E.D. 

If the bundle is that of a monopole defined by a non-
Abe li an charge vector [I,this simplifies further to 

(2.22) I f - «ir«fp,n>. 

Indeed, for a monopole D A * • 0 exactly when [[ c ( , and 
ao, by (2.21), p H(Q) - azH(lI). 



3.REDUCTION OF MONOPOLE BUNDLES 

Let P be a principal G- bundle over S2,and assume it 
iB the reduction by « of a trivial bundle ("p,'5),and let H be 
a closed subgroup of C. 

THEOREM 3.1 
The bundle (P,G) is reducible to an H-bundle Q if and 

only if 

(3.1) [«] e [mo*. 

where o*:ir2(G/H) — > I7.,(G/G) is induced by the natural 
projection o: G/H — > G/G. 

Alternatively,(P,G) reduces to a subbundle (Q,H) if 
and only if 

(3.2) [P] - 0[*] E k.Ti i«, 

where i*:rr1(H) — > )r1(G) iB the homomorphisra of homotopy 
groups induced by the imbedding i:H<-^>G. 

Proof: 
Suppose first that there exists a reduction (Q,H) of 

(P.G). (Q,H) is a reduction of (P,G") also, and is thus 
determined by a reducing map ("Higgs field") *:SJ--> G/H. 
This reduces P if and only if each H-coset is contained in a 
corresponding G-coset. That is,if and only if * =• o(*).But 
this implies [»] = o*[+]. 

Let us suppose conversely that [*) e Im o> so [*] -
cr*[*il for some fjiS 2 — > G/H. Then * and o(* x) are 
homotopic maps and are thus gauge-equivalent.There exists 
hence a map g(x) such that *(x) - g(x)•»(*!(x)), x e S 2. 
(g-( denotes the action of geG on C sitting in a suitable 
representation space). But a is a G-map,so putting *(x) -
g(x)* tjCx), »(x) - a(*(x)), and hence we get a reduction Q 
of P defined by *. 

Let 1: H — > G and j:G — > G be the inclusion 
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naps.He have then the exact homotopy sequences 

<>• ( J . i ) , 
. . —> >r 2(0) ~ > ir a(G/H) > w x (H) > » t ( 0 ) > . . 

(3.3) || _ Jo._ J l , || _ 
. . —> B a (Ô) —> ffa(G/0) > VX10) > v^G) > . . 

Il ' 3 * 
0 

To prove the second statement of Prop.3.1, it is enough to 
show that [»] e Im a* if and only if (4.2) holds.But this 
follows from the commutative diagram (3.3) of exact seq
uences. Indeed, i^ («] = o*[*],then 0[4>] =• 0»o*[*] - i.o'[y), 
so o[»J e IR ii. 

Conversely,if 0[*] - lt[x},then j»o6 - 0 so j»i»[x) 
- 0. But (j »i)*[x] - 0 implies [x] - O'C^) so B[»] -
i*o'[*j] - 0o*[+jJ.But » 3(G) - 0 so 0 is injective. 
Consequently [•] » Oat*)] and hence (4>]clma*. 

Notice that (3.2) trivially implies: 

COROLLARY 3.2 
If [in i« - 0, (P.G) reduces to a eubbundle o. with 

structure group H if and only if the Higgs charge of * is 
zero.In particular when H is simply connected, the struc
ture group G does not reduce to H unless the bundle is 
trivial. 

Proposition 3.1 can also be restated in terms of the* 
transition functions hp(t) and hg(t) of the bundles P and Q: 
The reductions (P,G) and (Q,H) of the unifying bundle (P,G) 
are compatible if and only if 

( 3 . 4 ) [exp4wllpt] - [i»exp*17llgt), 

i . e . when hp and i»hg are nomotopic loops in G. 

COROLLARY 3.3 
The structure group C of P can be reduced to H if and 

only if hp is nomotopic to a loop in H. 
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The projection maps z G: X,—> Z(Ç) and i»:C — > Z(<i) 

satisfy 

(3.5) Z 0(Z H(TI)) "
 z

6(i7) > X « £ <—» K • 

This follows from ZG([ Ç »£])"0 observing that V'Zn(.V)->v', 

where TJ- e U,G] * [$,Ç]. 

PROPOSITION 3.4 

Let as assume that the bundle (P,Q) reduces to an H-

bundle (Q,H).Then the naps ^v.~'ned in (2.7) satisfy 

(3.6) P G U P » - zG(PH<tQ])). 

To see this notice that any H-connection on Q extends 

naturally to a G-connaction on P. Let F denote the 

curvature. On Q ZQF ' Z G ( Z H P ) > since F is H-valued on 

Q.(3.6) follows then from the definition (2.7). 

PROPOS1TIOH 3. S 

Assume that *!(C) is free, and that H is Abelian. Then 

(3.6) is also sufficient. 

Proof : 

Let hp(t) - exp an£t and hg(t) - exp awtjt be the 

transition functions of the bundles P and Q. Then PQ([P]) ~ 

z 6(t) an* PH(tOl) - V- Thus p G(hg) - z6(i>) - Zg(() by (3.6). 

and so hp and hg are homotopic loops in 6 since PQ is now an 
isomorphism. 

In most physical applications (like in the standard 

30(5) GOT), G is semisimple and * is in the adjoint 

representation. n+ (G) is known to be free (37,29,30), so 
[*] : (m 1,..,mp), a p-tuple of integers. 

The parameter space of im 1* is gsnsrated by r 

integers M 1,.,M C, r < p . (3.1) requirss now 
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fnj.M^ 1 « 1 « r 
(3.7) »j " | 3 3 

Thia applies in particular to H-U(l)-{exp 2n{t I o < t < 1). 
Now p H(Q) - n.«, n - CO) c 7,(11(1)) - Z. By Prop.3.5 P is 
reducible to this U(l) if and only if 2Zfl(n) - n.z 8(u), the 
projection onto 2(6) of the non-Abelian charge is an Integer 
times the projection of the generator of the 0(1). 

So far we considered only the problem of reducing the 
structure group G to a subgroup H. Let us now assume that we 
have, additionally, a Yang-Mills field A on P, described 
over S2 by the non-Abelian charge vector n. Prop.A.4 
implies 

THEOREM 3.6 
The Xang-Mllla connection A of a principal 6-bundle 

P over S 2 defined by the non-Abelian charge n reduces to a 
sobbundle (Q,H) if and only if 

(3.8) n « £ . 

Indeed,for monopoles the holonomy is generated by n. 
Alternatively, thia means that the reducing map • : P — > 
Q/H la covariantly constant (Prop.A.3.11). 
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4.IKTgBNM. ACTIOM3 OH PRIHCIPAL BOUDEES 

Let F be a right principal C-bundle over a connected 
manifold M and denote by X a subgroup of C. We say that K 
acta internally on P if we are given a left action p —> k-p 
of K on P, which preserves each fibre and commutes with the 
(right) action of C: 

(4.1) k-(pg) - (k-p)g, k <= K,g e G,p e P. 

Por each p e P define the map Tp s K —> c by 

(4.2) k-p - p(rp(k)) 

Tn is well-defined,since k-p belongs to the same fibre as 
p.and G acts on each fibre transitively and freely. It is 
easy to see that,for each p, k — > Tn(k) is a homomorphiam of 
K into G,and that 

(4.3) T p g - Adg - 1 Tp, g e G. 

In what follows we consider only the caae when K 
acta on P freely, i.e. the homomorphism Tp : K — > G ia 
infective for each p. Thia condition may always be assumed 
Without loss of generality for symmetries (see Section 6). 

Choosing a local section a a:V a — > P, r ia given by 

(4.4) T« : Va — > Hom(K.G) 

defined by 

(4.5) T« x - x 0 a ( x ) . 

Let iiag: Vat>vB — > G denote the transit ion function of P. 

(4.6) T« x - Mhae T*X, x c VartVfi. 

We say that the Internal action of K on P ia jLlsid if 
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there exists a local trivialisation {V a,s a] of P such that 
each T" is constant. If so,there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that r a

x(k) - k for each x since this can be 
achieved by redefining ra.In such a gauge 

(4.7) k-sa(x) - sa(x)k, x e V a,k e K. 

PROPOSITION «.1 
An internal action of K on P Is rigid if and only if 

the image of the associated map r: P — > Hom(K,G) is the 
orbit of the inclusion map i:K <—•>. G under the adjoint 
action of 6 on Hom(K,G). 

Proof : 
Suppose the action of K on P is locally rigid in a gauge 

{V„,sa}.If p e P is such that >r(p) e V a, (JF is the projection 
»:P—kit) then p - sa(n(p))g for some g c G.By (4.6) 

PTp(k) - k-p - k-(sa(n(p))g) - (k-sa(«(p)))g -

- " a C C P W g " P (g _ 1kg). 

Hence Tp(«0 - Ad g - 1 k and so x p - Ad g-1.i, and thus the image 
Is the orbit of i. 

Conversely, if r has a single orbit aa its image,we can 
always choose local gauges s a so that r<* is constant, equal 
to a base point,which in this cane is the inclusion map i : K 
<—•» G. In this gauge the action of K is locally rigid. 

warns 4.2 
Requiring local rigidity is the same as to require 

that,for each p,r p ie in fact the restriction to K of an 
automorphism of G (12,11, 17]. Indeed,to have a single orbit 
as image means that,for each p c P,T p - Adg p id for a 
suitable gp.(id is the identiy automorphism of G).Let us 
pick a base point j>0 e P.There is no loss of generality in 
assuming that Tp0 - id.A theorem in group theory (App.B) 
tells us that,for any compact and connected Lie group G, 
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(AutG) g, the • Identity component of the group of auto
morphisms Is Into, the group of inner automorphisms. 

Let ua now conaider a rigid internal actl i of KcG 
and let H denote the stabilizer of i: K •=—*. 6 under the 
adjoint action of G: 

(4.8) H - Z G(K) - (g c Gl Adgk - k, Vk c K). 

The orbit of i is identified with G/H,and T can be viewed as 
a section of the associated bundle with fibre G/H. Any such 
section defines a reduction of P to an H-bundle.The 
reductions to H bundles are in fact in (1-1) correspondence 
with sections of A « PxG(G/H) - P/K,and so with localy 
rigid actions of K on P.Hence we have proved 

THEOREM 4.3 
A rigid internal action of a subgroup E of O on P 

exiats If and only If P reduces to H - Zc(K),and there is a 
(1-1) correspondence between auch actions and reductions. 

REMARK 4.4 
It is easy to see directly that the existence of a 

rigid action forces the bundle to reduce by using the 
special gauge (4.7), fox, if ae - sahajg, then 

aalkhag) - k-eahag - k-e^ - s^k - s ah a^k 

showing that hae commutes with K,and hence (P,C) reduces to 
an H-bundle 0 by Prop.A.1. 

rnpp.ipy A s 
In particular,G itself acts on P internally and 

rigidly If and only if (P,G) reduces to 2(G),the centre of 
G.In this case the transition functions take their values in 
2(G) in a suitable gauge. 
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5.IHTERHAL ACT I QMS OH ASSOCIATED BUNDLES 

A matter field * is specified by giving'a unitary 
representation 0:G --> 0(E) (the set of unitary trans
formation of a linear space E),and selecting,,in each V a,a 
local representative » a :Va —> E such that 

(5.1) *"(x) - U(ha4(x)))««(x), x e Vaf\V0. 

Suppose a subgroup K of G acts on * pointwise and 
linearly . This means that k e K sends • to an object we 
denote by (k-*),expressed locally as 

(5.2) (k>»)«(x) - 0«x(k)*<*(x) 

where each 0 a

x ia a representation of K on E. Por (5.2) to be 
well-defined we need the consistency condition 

(5.3) 0*x(k) - Otha/9(x)]O*x(k)0thaij-*(x)I 

(5.1) means that * is in fact a section of the associated 
bundle i\_- PxGE,and (5.3) requires that the U a

x(k)'a piece 
together to give sections of the bundle associated to P with 
fibre 0(E).where G acts by conjugation by U(g), and thus K 
acts on <S\. If this action on the fibre Jfcx at x is denoted 
by Ux(k),the O a

x(k)'s -are local representatives of this 
action. U(k) is a section of U(Jt). 

If the representation u is not faithful, denote by N 
its kernel.N is a normal subgroup of G, and G* - G/N la a 
group to which 0 dsscends to give a faithful representation 
0*. Px GE is naturally isomorphic to P*x<j*E,where P* - P/H -
PX(j(G/N) is the principal G*-bundle associated to the 
homomorphism G — > G*.In this way we may reduce to the .case 
where D* is faithful but note that now K need not be a 
subgroup of G*.Thts defect can be avoided if we assume that 
the action of K la induced locally by gauge trans
formations, i.e., if wa assume that,for each k, there exist 
functions k̂ .-V,, — » G such that 



(S.4) 0« x (k) - U(k a (x ) ) . 

These k a must sa t i s fy 

(5.5) atka(x)l - 0(h ( t f(x)k^(x)h a j 9-Mx)]. 

so 

(5.6) ka(x)-»ha/9(x)ki9(x)ha^-»(x) e H . 

If ws denote by g* the projection of g e G into G*,then 

(5.7) k*„(x) - h* Œ i 8(x)k%(x)h* ( r f(x)-i. 

It follows that k* defines a section of P*xG*[G*] with G* 

acting by the adjoint representation on itself.Since each 

U B

X is. a homoraorphism, then, although k —> k a(x) need not 

be a homoittorphism.k —> k*a(x) _is a homomorphism.Thus, by 

(5.7), we obtain a section T* x(k):- k*„(x) of 

p*X(j*[Hom(K,G*) J and hence an action of K on P* commuting 

with the G*-action.If further there are local gauges where 

the k a are K-valued,then Kn N acts trivially so we get an 

action of K* » K/(ltflN) which is a subgroup of G*. Hence we 

get the situation studied in Section 4, with K* acting on 

P*. 

Finally, if we restrict k a(x) to be constant (and 

equal to k) in some gauge,then K* acts rigidly on P*.This 

can happen,as ws have seen, if and only if P* reduces to 

Z0*(K*),the centrallzer of K* in G*.If 

(5.8) H'- {g « eiO(g)U(k) - (I(k)U(g) tfk e K}, 

then this centrallzer is H* - H'/N.Sines P* - P/N, P*/H* -

P/H' and thus p* reduces to H* if and only if P reduces to 

H*. We sunmarlze: 
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THKOREM S.l 
If K acta pointwise on a generic matter field • 

transforaing under a unitary representation O of G on B) 
such that there are local gauges (v a,s a) where this,-action 
Is rigid, 

(5.9) (k-»)«(x) - U(k)*«(x), 

then P reduces to the subgroup (S.S). 
Conversely,any reduction of P to H' Induces an 

action of K on •-

REMARK 5.2 
This is the case in particular when K acts internally 

on P. Indeed,H in (4.8) is a subgroup of H" in (5.8). 
Alternatively, observe that if the action of K on P is 
associated to T:P --> Hom(K,C), then 

(5.10) r*,(lc) - (T »(k))* 
P P 

defines an action of K (and thus of K*) on P*. 

«can be viewed alternatively as a section of P*xG*E, 
or as an equivariant function P* —> E, 

(5.ii) *(p*g*) - u(g*-*)*(p*). g* « e*,p* -e P*. 

Observe that the act-ion of K on * is deduced from that of K* 
on P*, 

(5.12) (k-»)(p) - U(T*p(Jc))*(p), 

(since »(p) - »(p*), whose local form is 

(5.13) ()C.«)<»(JC) - 0(T*<«iC()c))«a(x), 

c.f. (5.2),(5.4). 
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6.IMTEKMM. SYMMETRIES 

Let us now assume that our principal G-bundle P 
carries a connection form A, and let K be a subgroup of 6 
acting on P internally. Let this action be given by T 
(Section 4). This allows to deCine the action of a k e K on 
the Yang-Mills connection A: 

(6.1) <K-A) - k*A 

(the * denotes here the pullback of a differential form). 

Me shall call K an internal symmetry group for the Yang-
Mills field A if this action preserves the connection: 

(6.2) <K-A) " *• 

If K is a compact, connected Lie group with Lie 
algebra i.any k e K is written as k « exp K. K e H, .(4.1) and 
(6.2) imply that the vectorfield 

(6.3) £(p) - -,£ j (exp-tK).p 
It-o 

la invariant under the right action of 0 on P,and that 

(6.4) L~ A - 0. 

On the other hand, *(p) » f p, the fundamental vector-
field at p associated to the infinitesimal right action of G 
at p e P for some { e tj. Denote 

(6.5) (w*(p)) p - f(p), 

or, aIternat ively, 

(6.6) ^(p) - g| TpOMcp-t.O. 
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Fox each p e P, the map &'* K —> u K(p) eÇ satisfies 

(6.7) «[«^«jjfP) " t« K l(p),« K a(p)l, 

and ' 

(6.*) W|c(P0) " *» » c € • 

Furthermore,for each fixed K, p — > w K ia an equi-

variant map from P into B , i.e. a "Hlgga" field in the 

adjoint representation: 

(6.9) <MP9> - Adg w ^ p ) , V K e k ,p e P. 

Whan expressed in a local gauge lVa,ea} (6.2) and (6.4) 

become 

(6.10) A a(x) - Ad r^(k) A a(x) - dT^(k)(T^ l"1 

and 

(6.11) Du£ - 0, 

where A* « s_ A, and 
a 

(6.12) u£(x) - g|. I T«(exp-t«) 

lt-0 

cf. (it]. u<*K{x) Introduced in (6.12) is just a local 

représentative for oK, 

(6.13) <*a

K(x) - u K(s a(x)), 

as anticipated by the notation. 

Let us consider its covaciant derivative 

D* Wjt - dug + (A,w K]. 



Z<4 

( 6 . 1 * ) Ljf A - D*wK. 

Proof: By t h e Cartan lemma L~A - dA(?V . ) + d(A( ïc ) ) . But 

Ap(î" p) - Ap<&v(p}) - u K ( p ) , 

sines A(?) - { for any connection form A on P. So d(A(>)) -

Let ua now consider the 1-form dA(£",.) .Evaluate it 

first on a horizontal vectorfield x on P: 

dA(K.X) - DA<K,X) - (l/a)lA(K),A(X)] - 0 

by the horizontality of X. 

Next,evaluate it on a vertical vectorfield X. At 

each point p of P, X- - t p for aome 4 £ ^,so 

dA(K.X) - K(A(£)) -{(A(7)) + A((*,f]). 

But A(£) » $ is constant;ao the first term here vanishes.The 
third is also zero,since 7c and t commute,because the (left) 
action of K and the (right) action of G commute by 

assumption.Thus we are left with 

- fc(A(K)) - - î(uK) - " j | I Ad(exp-M) uK -
I t-o 

- Ut*K\ ~ tA(«),«K] , 

so 

Lj-A - du^ + lA.u^J. 

Q. B.D.Lemma 

We conclude that Vur measures how much L--A différa from 0. 

We get thus 
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THEOREM 6.2 
A connected subgroup K of C acting internally on P is 

an Internal symmetry group for the connection A if and only 
if the adjoint •Higgs11 field uK associated to its infi
nitesimal action in,for each K e <C,covariantly constant: 

(6.15) DA U j t - o. 

Conversely, if we can find a bracket-preserving linear 
map K — > d)K which associates covar iantly constant adjoint 
"Higgs" fields uK (normalized as in (6.10)) to each K e é 

(6.16) (exp-K)-p - exp u K(p) 

(exponential of a vectorfield) provides us with an internal 
action of k » exp-*: e K on P. In fact, 

(6.17) Tp(exp-K) - exp(o)K(p)). 

(exponential in the group). 

All solutions of (6.15) are found by parallel 
transport;in the gauge (V a,s a) 

(6.18) uK<*(x) - Adg Œ(x), 

where g a is the non-integrable phase factor, 

(6.19) g a(x) - P(exp - J A a ). 

(6.19) is path-dependent. (6.18) solves nevertheless (6.13) 
whenever it is well-defined. For each p e P,uK(p) belongs 
thus to an adjoint orbit of G; thus T:P —> Hom(K,C) takes 
its values in the orbit of the inclusion map i under the 
adjoint action of C on Horn(K,C).Hence,by Prop.4.3, 
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PROPOSITIOtt 6.3 
If K acts on (P/A) by internal symmetries,this action 

ia rigid. 

As we have seen in Section 4,to have a rigid 
internal action of K ia equivalent to requiring that the 
bundle (P,G) reduces to H-ZG(H).In terms of u this reduction 
is obtained as 

(6.20) Q - {p € P I u K(p) - K) 

Now,by Prop.A.3.ii we have 

PROPOSITION 6.4 
K acts on (P,A) as a group of internal symmetries if 

and only if the connection form A reduces to a connection on 
the reduced H«ZG(K) -bundle Q. In particular,the full gauge 
group G is a group of internal symmetries if and only if the 
connection reduces to the Z(G)-bundle which characterizes 
the left action of G on P. 

Prom Prop. A.4 we deduce . 

K is an internal symmetry group for the YM field A if 
and only if H-ZG(K) contalna the holonomy group of A. In 
particular, G itself is an internal symmetry group if and 
only if the generators of ths holonomy group lie in the 
centre of §. 

Similarly, let ua consider a matter field O - i.e. a 
section of ^ « P X Q E - and assume there is an internal action 
of X on A given by a section T* of P*xG*[Hom(K*,G*) ]. We 
shall say that this action of EC is an internal symmetry for 
the matter field », if 

(6.21) (k>»)(p) - »(p) V p £ P, 
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i . e , by (S.12) , if 

(6.22) 0(T*(k))«(p) - *(p) Vp e P. 

in a local gauge t h i s reads 

(6.23) U(T* a(k))«"(x) - * a ( x ) frx c M. 

In a rigid gauge th i s further s impl i f ies to 

(6.24) U(k)-» a (x) - »<*(x) 

We can work also locally.Indeed, 

(6.25) 
d t | t 

(exp -tit) -p 
- 0 

and 

(6.26) * * d 
«•> . ( P ) - — 

K dt 
T ,(exp-tK) 
P 

t-o 

provide us with a vertical vectorfield K* and an adjoint 
"Higgs" field u* K on P*-P/N. The infinitesimal action of 
(the Lie algebra of K*) on * reads, by (5.12), 

(6.27) (x*-*)(p) - L »(p) - c/,(p).*(p) 

where the dot • denotes the action of the Lie algebra 
induced by U. The definition (6.19) of a symmetric matter 
field reads hence lnflniteslmally 

(6.28) «*,(«••(?) - 0. 

The corresponding local expression is 

(6.29) w* a(x)•• a(x) - 0 Vx € M. 



Zt) 

Let us now assume that we have a YM and. a Higgs field 
A and reepectively and we are interested in their simul
taneous symmetries. Assume furthermore that * is cova-
riantly constant,D** - 0. First, K implementable on P 
implies that K is implementable also on PXQE by Remark 5.2. 
Furthermore, 

(6.30) u*K - C«J|t(p))*. 

(in particular, if N is discrete, &•* = &. and ^ - ̂ *, so 
the star can be dropped). Both uK and * are now found by 
parallel transport,according to 

(6.31) * a(x) - Adg<»»0 

and (6.18), (6.19). (6.29) reduces hence to 

(6.31) K>«„ - 0. 

PROPOSIT10H 6.6 
X is a symmetry group for a covariantly constant 

natter field * if and only if K belongs to the little group 
of a basepoint * 0 fron the orbit where • takes its values. 
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7.THE COUP PponTBli m MOMOPOUt THEORY 

Let us consider a Grand Unified monopole (Aj,4>) 

with "residual" symmetry group G. 0 is the little group of a 

basepoint »„ in the orbit where the Higgs field takes 

asymptotically its valueB. 

Which subgroups K of G are implementable for this 

system? The answer is obtained at once if we use the general 

results in Sections 4-6 and the theory of monopole-bundle-

reductions developed in Section 3. Indeed,by theorem 4.3 

and Proposition 3.1 we get 

THEOREM 7.1 

A subgroup ï« G is {rigidly) implementable if and 

only if, over S a, the monopole bundle (P,G) reduces to a 

Zc(K)-bundle Q. The rigid actions of K are in (1-1) 

correspondence with reductions to Z»(K). 

The necessary and sufficient condition of iraple-

•entablity of K is 

(7.1) S[«] 6 Imi», 

where la is the homomorphism between homotopy groups 

induced by the inclusion map i:Zn(K) «—> C. 

Let us consider the particular case of K- G.Then the 

bundle must reduce to H - 2(G) . Hence I mi* is now vi(G)f c e e 

* i£P. Thus it is necessary that 0[*] belong to the free part 

of ffj(G). 

Q is a Z(G)-bundle so o'[Q] can be represented by a loop 
of the form expiirCt,-where C is in the centre of § . Then 

PH(C) * Z H ( C ) " Z G ( C ) " C- But (3.6) implies now that Pn(P) -

C, and so we get the following 

PROPOSITION 7.2 

C is implementable if and only if 

(7.2) o(*l c «^Oft*. 
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and 

<7.3) expawpG(P) - 1. 

Indeed,that (7.2) and (7.3) are also sufficient follows 
from the fact that ,by (7.3), y(t) - expa7rpG(P)t is a loop in 
Imi whose homotopy class is o[*J because pg, when rest
ricted to the free part, is an isomorphism and PG(?) " 
PC(*)-

Thls result is conveniently expressible in terms of 
the non-Abelian charge vector II. Let us decompose IT as 

(7.4) n - z(n) + ir. 

PROPOSITION 7.3 
G is implementable if and only if hp(t) - exp 4»nt is 

a loop homotopic to one in Z(G); 
If Z(9) + 0, this is equivalent to 

(a) (exp4wtn', 0 « t < 1] c C a a is contractible 
and 

(b) the projection of the non-Abelian charge 
onto the centre is quantized, 

(7.5) exp4WZ(n) - 1. 

Proof : 
(2) follow* from Corollary 3.3, while (7.S) is a 

consequence of (7.3), because pc(P) » 2z(!I) cf. (2.13). 
(7.5) can be translated into numbers: 1st < l r . . , { p be a 

Z-basis for z(D,then p(P) - Z mjij- On the other hand, 
there exlet least positive .integers such that Mj{j e r [4]. 
Thus (7.S) can hold only if,for each j, mj/Mj is an Integer, 
say nj.Consequently 

paOPOSITIOH 7.4 
G is lmplenentable if and only if (7.2) is valid and 



(7.6) mj - nJ Mj f o r suitable integers nj. 

The case K « is similar but more complicated, cf.[n]. 
Section 6. 

Let us now ask which subgroups are internal symétries. 
By Corollary 6.5 and Proposition 6.6 we get 

THEOREM 7.5 
Kcc is an internal symmetry group it and only if the 

loop hp(t) » exp 47»tn lies in 

(7.7) ZG(K) - {g e G I Adg k - k, Vk e K), 

the centralizar of K in C. This happens if and only if 

(7.8) Adkn - n, t/k e K. 

Indeed,the holonomy group of a monopole-bundle is 
generated by the non-Abel i an charge II and (7.8) means 
exactly that K c. Z G(n). [ (5 ,*„] - 0 is automatically sa
tisfied, since 6 c tj stablizss * 0. 
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Appareil A^HniierroM o» PPTMCIPM. atiunrjia m 

Let G denote a compact and connected Lie group and 
let (P,G) be a right principal G-bundle over a connected 
manifold M,and consider a closed subgroup H of G.A (right) 
principal H-bundle (Q,H) is called a reduction of (P,G),if 
there la an imbedding (:Q<—y P such that the induced map on 
M is the identity, and tha action of H on Q ia the 
restriction of its action on P as a subgroup of G. in 
oagtlcular, f commutes with the action of H c .., G on g 

PRQPQgmOH n,l 
(P,G) is reducible to (Q,h) if and only if there exista 

an open covering (Val of H with transition functions h a / J: 
va<\v0 — > c »u<=h that all hgg'a take their values in H. 

P R Q P O g m W A, 2 
The structure group c of P is reducible to H if and only 

if the associated bundle ,%« Px^C/H) : P/H admits a global 
section.The correspondence between sections and reductions 
is (1-1). 

G/H can be imbedded as a G-orbit into a linear space E 
carrying a linear representation of G.A section » of A is 
then Identified with an equivariant function 4>:P —> E such 
that 

(A.l) *(pg) - g-i-«(p), 

where the dot denotes the action of G on B. A reduction of 
(P,C) corresponding to » ia 

(A.2) 0 - (p « P l*(p)~*,K 

where *, x eH e G/H. 
Let f: (Q,H) c—„ (P,G) be a reduction of (P,C), 

defined by a reducing map *:P — > O/H, and let A be a 
connection on P. A Is said to reduce to (0,H) if the pullback 
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by f of A la a connection on (Q,H) 

PROPOSITION A.3 
The connection A reduces to the subbundle (Q,H) if and 

only if 
(i) The restriction of A to Q (as sitting in P) takes 

its values in fi,the Lie algebra of H; 
equlvalently, iff 

(ii) The reducing map » is covarlantly constant, 

(A.3) nA» - d» + A-* - 0. 

Let p, cF, denote Q the hclonomv group (with basepoint 
p„) of the connection, and let P* be the holonomy bundle 
with base point p,. P* is a principal n-bundle. 

PROPOSITION A.4 
Any connection of (P,C) reduces to its holonomy bundle 

(P*,n)j 
Lot (Q,H) be a reduction of (P,G) and p 0 c Q. The 

connection A reduces to (Q,H) If and only if 0 contains the 
holonomy bundls (P*,n), and then n is a subgroup of H. 

APPEND!» ». 

THKftBBt 
Por any compact and connected Lie group G the 

connected component of the group of automorphisms consists 
of inner automorphisms: 

(B.l) (AutG)„ - IntC - G/Z(0) 

Proof: Each automorphism induces an automorphism of the 
Lie algebra 5 ot C. Conversely,any C-automorphlsm is de
termined by such an infinitesimal ̂ -automorphism,sines G is 
connected. 

Let J" Z(V • t$ ,j], and denote G S B the connected 
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subgroup of G with Lie algebra <j'- [V!)]. 2(G)0,the 
connected component of the centre of G, is a closed Lie 
subgroup with Lie algebra 2(C). 2(G) 0 and and G a a generate C 
because of the above decomposition of $ . 2(C) „ commutes 
with every element, so every element in C is of the form c.h 
with c c 2(G) g and h e G a a. 

Any automorphism preserves the centre and the derived 
algebra K', and so is determined by its action on Z(G) 0 and 
on y . 

2(G) a is a connected, compact, AbelIan group and 
hence is a torus. The automorphisms of a torus are discrete, 
so any automorphism which can be connected to the identity 
must be the identity .itself. Hence any such automorphism of 
G is trivial on Z(G)„. 

The automorphisms of a semis impie Lie algebra which 
can be connected to the identity are inner (it), and hence 
there is an h e G S 8 such that Adh gives the action on ^'. 
Since Z(G) 0 is in 2(G), Adh is the identity on 2(G) 0. Thus 
Adh gives the automorphism on all G. 
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